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Spirituality: A Very Short Introduction - Philip
Sheldrake 2012-11-29
It has been suggested that 'spirituality' has
become a word that 'can define an era'. Why?
Because paradoxically, alongside a decline in
traditional religious affiliations, the growing
interest in spirituality and the use of the word in
a variety of contexts is a striking aspect of
contemporary western cultures. Indeed,
spirituality is sometimes contrasted attractively
with religion, although this is problematic and
implies that religion is essentially dogma,
moralism, institutions, buildings, and
hierarchies. The notion of spirituality expresses
the fact that many people are driven by goals
that concern more than material satisfaction.
Broadly, it refers to the deepest values and
sense of meaning by which people seek to live.
Sometimes these values are conventionally
religious. Sometimes they are associated with
what is understood as 'the sacred' in a broader
sense - that is, of ultimate rather than merely
instrumental importance. This Very Short
Introduction, written by one of the most eminent
scholars and writers on spirituality, explores the
historical foundations of the thought and
considers how it came to have the significance it
is developing today. ABOUT THE SERIES: The
Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in

almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
Religion and Culture in Native America Suzanne Crawford O'Brien 2020-03-15
Religion and Culture in Native America presents
an introduction to a diverse array of Indigenous
religious and cultural practices in North
America, focusing on those issues in which tribal
communities themselves are currently invested.
These topics include climate change, water
rights, the protection of sacred places, the
reclaiming of Indigenous foods, health and
wellness, social justice, and the safety of
Indigenous women and girls. Locating such
contemporary challenges within their historical,
religious, and cultural contexts illuminates how
Native communities' responses to such issues
are not simply political, but deeply spiritual,
informed by sacred traditions, ethical principles,
and profound truths. In collaboration with
renowned ethnographer and scholar of Native
American religious traditions Inés Talamantez,
Suzanne Crawford O'Brien abandons classical
categories typically found in religious studies
textbooks and challenges essentialist notions of
Native American cultures to explore the
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complexities of Native North American life. Key
features of this text include: Consideration of
Indigenous religious traditions within their
historical, political, and cultural contexts
Thematic organization emphasizing the concerns
and commitments of contemporary tribal
communities Maps and images that help to
locate tribal communities and illustrate key
themes. Recommendations for further reading
and research Written in an engaging narrative
style, this book makes an ideal text for
undergraduate courses in Native American
Religions, Religion and Ecology, Indigenous
Religions, and World Religions.
Friedrich Max Müller and the Sacred Books
of the East - Arie L. Molendijk 2016-07-28
This volume offers a critical analysis of one the
most ambitious editorial projects of late
Victorian Britain: the edition of the fifty
substantial volumes of the Sacred Books of the
East (1879-1910). The series was edited and
conceptualized by Friedrich Max Müller
(1823-1900), a world-famous German-born
philologist, orientalist, and religious scholar.
Müller and his influential Oxford colleagues
secured financial support from the India Office
of the British Empire and from Oxford University
Press. Arie L. Molendijk documents how the
series has become a landmark in the
development of the humanities-especially the
study of religion and language-in the second half
of the nineteenth century. The edition also
contributed significantly to the Western
perception of the 'religious' or even 'mystic'
East, which was textually represented in English
translations. The series was a token of the rise of
'big science' and textualized the East, by
selecting their 'sacred books' and bringing them
under the power of western scholarship.
Religion and Political Violence - Jennifer L.
Jefferis 2009-09-10
This book uses the theory of social movements
and first-hand interviews to create a new
analysis of religiously motivated political
violence in the modern world. Examining the
movement to restore Sharia law to a dominant
place in the Egyptian government, the
movement to make abortion illegal in the United
States, and the religious effort to secure
territory in Israel, the author contends that
religion becomes violent not because of ideology

or political context alone, but because of the
constantly evolving relationship between them.
The ebb and flow of opportunities for political
access ensures that secularization and religion,
although polar opposites, depend on each other
to define themselves. As a result, while their
respective degrees of influence will inevitably
undulate over time, both will remain a part of
the political process for some time. Thus, a full
understanding of both is critical to a meaningful
understanding of the political process. Much
work has been done to understand secular social
movements as part of the political process, and
consequentially researchers now know a great
deal about the motivations, resources and timing
of secular social movements. Considerably less
research has been done in the field of religious
social movements and this book fills that gap in
the literature. This book will be of great interest
to students of political violence, religion,
sociology, and Politics and International
Relations in general. Jennifer Jefferis is Assistant
Professor in the Department of Government,
Regent University, USA, and has a PhD in
Political Science from Boston University.
Sacred Rhetorical Education in 19th
Century America - Michael-John DePalma
2020-02-14
This book offers new insight into the ways
rhetorical educators’ religious motives
influenced the shape of nineteenth-century
rhetorical education and invites scholars of
writing and rhetoric to consider what the study
of religiously-animated pedagogies might reveal
about rhetorical education itself. The author
studies the rhetorical pedagogy of Austin Phelps,
the prominent preacher and professor of sacred
rhetoric at Andover Theological Seminary, and
his theologically-motivated adaptation of
rhetorical education to fit the exigencies of
preachers at the first graduate seminary in the
United States. In disclosing how Phelps was
guided by his Christian motives, the book offers
a thorough examination of how professional
rhetoric was taught, learned, and practiced in
nineteenth-century America. It also provides an
enriched understanding of rhetorical theories
and pedagogies in American seminaries, and
contributes deepened awareness of the ways
religious motives can function as resources that
enable the reshaping of rhetorical theory and
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pedagogy in generative ways. Exploring the
implications of Phelps’s rhetorical theory and
pedagogy for future studies of religious rhetoric,
histories of rhetorical education, and twenty-first
century writing pedagogy,this book will be
essential reading for scholars and students of
rhetoric, education, American history, religious
education, and writing studies.
The Anatomy of Myth - Michael W. Herren
2017
The Anatomy of Myth is a comprehensive study
of the different methods of interpreting myths
developed by the Greeks, adopted by the
Romans, and eventually passed on to Jewish and
Christian interpreters of the Bible. Greek
thinkers only rarely saw "myth" as a category of
thought in its own right. Most often they viewed
myths as the creation of poets, or else as an
ancient revelation that had been corrupted by
them. In the first instance, critics attempted to
find in the intention of the authors some deeper
truth, whether physical or spiritual; in the
second, they deemed it necessary to clear away
poetic falsehoods in order to recapture an
ancient revelation. Parallel to the philosophical
critiques were the efforts of early historians to
explain myths as exaggerated history; myths
could be purified by logos (reason) and rendered
believable. Practically all of these early methods
could be lumped under the term "allegory"--to
intend something different from what one
expressed. Only occasionally did philosophers
veer from a concern for the literal truth of myths
but a few thinkers, while acknowledging myths
as fictions, defended their value for the
examples of good and bad human behavior they
offered. These early efforts were invaluable for
the development of critical thinking, enabling
public criticism of even the most authoritative
texts. The Church Fathers took the
interpretative methods of their pagan
contemporaries and applied them vigorously to
their reading of the scriptures. Pagan Greek
methods of myth interpretation passed into the
Middle Ages and beyond, serving as a perennial
defense against the damaging effects of
scriptural literalism and fundamentalism.
India - Diana L Eck 2012-03-27
In India: A Sacred Geography, renowned
Harvard scholar Diana Eck offers an
extraordinary spiritual journey through the

pilgrimage places of the world's most religiously
vibrant culture and reveals that it is, in fact,
through these sacred pilgrimages that India’s
very sense of nation has emerged. No matter
where one goes in India, one will find a
landscape in which mountains, rivers, forests,
and villages are elaborately linked to the stories
of the gods and heroes of Indian culture. Every
place in this vast landscape has its story, and
conversely, every story of Hindu myth and
legend has its place. Likewise, these places are
inextricably tied to one another—not simply in
the past, but in the present—through the local,
regional, and transregional practices of
pilgrimage. India: A Sacred Geography tells the
story of the pilgrim’s India. In these pages,
Diana Eck takes the reader on an extraordinary
spiritual journey through the living landscape of
this fascinating country –its mountains, rivers,
and seacoasts, its ancient and powerful temples
and shrines. Seeking to fully understand the
sacred places of pilgrimage from the ground up,
with their stories, connections and layers of
meaning, she acutely examines Hindu religious
ideas and narratives and shows how they have
been deeply inscribed in the land itself.
Ultimately, Eck shows us that from these
networks of pilgrimage places, India’s very
sense of region and nation has emerged. This is
the astonishing and fascinating picture of a land
linked for centuries not by the power of kings
and governments, but by the footsteps of
pilgrims. India: A Sacred Geography offers a
unique perspective on India, both as a complex
religious culture and as a nation. Based on her
extensive knowledge and her many decades of
wide-ranging travel and research, Eck's piercing
insights and a sweeping grasp of history ensure
that this work will be in demand for many years
to come.
Atlas of the Heart - Brené Brown 2021-11-30
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In her
latest book, Brené Brown writes, “If we want to
find the way back to ourselves and one another,
we need language and the grounded confidence
to both tell our stories and be stewards of the
stories that we hear. This is the framework for
meaningful connection.” In Atlas of the Heart,
Brown takes us on a journey through eightyseven of the emotions and experiences that
define what it means to be human. As she maps
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the necessary skills and an actionable
framework for meaningful connection, she gives
us the language and tools to access a universe of
new choices and second chances—a universe
where we can share and steward the stories of
our bravest and most heartbreaking moments
with one another in a way that builds
connection. Over the past two decades, Brown’s
extensive research into the experiences that
make us who we are has shaped the cultural
conversation and helped define what it means to
be courageous with our lives. Atlas of the Heart
draws on this research, as well as on Brown’s
singular skills as a storyteller, to show us how
accurately naming an experience doesn’t give
the experience more power—it gives us the
power of understanding, meaning, and choice.
Brown shares, “I want this book to be an atlas
for all of us, because I believe that, with an
adventurous heart and the right maps, we can
travel anywhere and never fear losing
ourselves.”
On Deification and Sacred Eloquence - Louise
Nelstrop 2019-10-14
This book considers the place of deification in
the writings of Julian of Norwich and Richard
Rolle, two of the fourteenth-century English
Mystics. It argues that, as a consequence of a
belief in deification, both produce writing that is
helpfully viewed as sacred eloquence. The book
begins by discussing the nature of deification,
employing Norman Russell’s typology. It
explores the realistic and ethical approaches
found in the writings of several Early Greek
Fathers, including Irenaeus of Lyons, Cyril of
Alexandria, Origen, and Evagrius Ponticus, as
well as engaging with the debate around
whether deification is a theological idea found in
the West across its history. The book then turns
its attention to Julian and Rolle, arguing that
both promote forms of deification: Rolle offering
a primarily ethical approach, while Julian’s
approach is more realistic. Finally, the book
addresses the issue of sacred eloquence, arguing
that both Rolle and Julian, in some sense, view
their words as divinely inspired in ways that
demand an exegetical response that is parabiblical. Offering an important perspective on a
previously understudied area of mysticism and
deification, this book will be of interest to
scholars of mysticism, theology, and Middle

English religious literature.
The Occult Anatomy of Man - Manly Palmer Hall
1924
Religion and Human Rights - John Witte, Jr.
2011-12-08
This volume examines the relationship between
religion and human rights in seven major
religious traditions, as well as key legal
concepts, contemporary issues, and
relationships among religion, state, and society
in the areas of human rights and religious
freedom.
Drawing Cutting Edge Anatomy - Christopher
Hart 2014-04-22
This drawing tutorial from best-selling author
Christopher Hart shows artists how to draw
exaggerated musculature of super-sized figures
in action poses.
The Sacred Is the Profane - William Arnal
2013
The Sacred is the Profane collects nine essays by
William Arnal and Russell McCutcheon that
advance current scholarly debates on
secularism-debates. The essays return, again
and again, to the question of what
"religion"—word and concept—accomplishes,
now, for those who employ it, whether at the
popular, political, or scholarly level. The focus
here is on the efficacy, costs, and the tactical
work carried out by dividing the world between
religious and political, church and state, sacred
and profane.
The Anatomy of Melancholy - Robert Burton
1920
Outlines and Highlights for Anatomy of the
Sacred - Cram101 Textbook Reviews
2011-05-01
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of
the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give
all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes
for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780130289179
.
Theaters of Anatomy - Cynthia Klestinec
2020-03-03
Drawing on the letters and testimony of Padua's
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medical students, Klestinec charts a new history
of anatomy in the Renaissance, one that
characterizes the role of the anatomy theater
and reconsiders the pedagogical debates and
educational structure behind human dissection.
Anatomy of the Soul - Curt Thompson 2010
Do you want to improve your relationships and
experience lasting personal change? Join Curt
Thompson, M.D., on an amazing journey to
discover the surprising pathways for
transformation hidden inside your own mind.
Integrating new findings in neuroscience and
attachment with Christian spirituality, Dr.
Thompson reveals how it is possible to rewire
your mind, altering your brain patterns and
literally making you more like the person God
intended you to be. Explaining discoveries about
the brain in layman’s terms, he shows how you
can be mentally transformed through spiritual
practices, interaction with Scripture, and
connections with other people. He also provides
practical exercises to help you experience
healing in areas where you’ve been struggling.
Insightful and challenging, "Anatomy of the
Soul" illustrates how learning about one of God’s
most miraculous creations—your brain—can
enrich your life, your relationships, and your
impact on the world around you.
The Death of Sacred Texts - Kristina Myrvold
2016-03-09
The Death of Sacred Texts draws attention to a
much neglected topic in the study of sacred
texts: the religious and ritual attitudes towards
texts which have become old and damaged and
can no longer be used for reading practices or in
religious worship. This book approaches
religious texts and scriptures by focusing on
their physical properties and the dynamic
interactions of devices and habits that lie
beneath and within a given text. In the last
decades a growing body of research studies has
directed attention to the multiple uses and ways
people encounter written texts and how they
make them alive, even as social actors, in
different times and cultures. Considering
religious people seem to have all the motives for
giving their sacred texts a respectful symbolic
treatment, scholars have paid surprisingly little
attention to the ritual procedures of disposing
and renovating old texts. This book fills this gap,
providing empirical data and theoretical

analyses of historical and contemporary
religious attitudes towards, and practices of text
disposals within, seven world religions: Judaism,
Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism
and Sikhism. Exploring the cultural and
historical variations of rituals for religious
scriptures and texts (such as burials, cremations
and immersion into rivers) and the underlying
beliefs within the religious traditions, this book
investigates how these religious practices and
stances respond to modernization and
globalization processes when new technologies
have made it possible to mass-produce and
publish religious texts on the Internet.
The Anatomy of Perception - A.J. Rose
2015-03-21
In the beginning, there was wreckage. Dane
Perry's mother was dead, and the father who
always said he'd amount to nothing blamed him.
Dane swore he'd become something. He would
be someone.In the middle, there was escape.
Rebuilding his life from the ashes of his mother's
memory, Dane found success as a respected
surgeon, and love in the form of Craig Dahl, a
talented artist who became his everything. But
there was also darkness, lies, and a crumbling
foundation just waiting for the ground to shift.In
the end, there was a spectacular fall, illusions
shattered, and for Dane, nothing more to lose.
He was broken, damaged, and left with fierce
demons. But from the bottom, the only way left
is up. Dane renewed friendships and salvaged
his career. The only thing he cannot replace is
Craig. But Dane has a plan. Brick by brick, his
foundation is rebuilt, and all he needs is for
Craig to listen one last time.In the beginning
again, there's hope and tatters of love. Can Dane
repair the damage with Craig? Can he rescue
the only thing he amounted to that ever truly
mattered?This book contains vivid descriptions
of symptoms of PTSD and events that can cause
anxiety. Reader discretion advised.
Sacred Civics - Jayne Engle 2022
Sacred Civics argues that spirituality and sacred
values are essential to societal transformation in
reimagining patterns of how we live, organize
and govern ourselves. A must-read for anyone
interested in intersectional discussions on social
justice, inclusivity, participatory design, healthy
communities and future cities.
Faith and Its Critics - David Fergusson
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2011-03-03
Heralded as the exponents of a 'new atheism',
critics of religion are highly visible in today's
media, and include the household names of
Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett and Sam
Harris. David Fergusson explains their work in
its historical perspective, drawing comparisons
with earlier forms of atheism. Responding to the
critics through conversations on the credibility
of religious belief, Darwinism, morality,
fundamentalism, and our approach to reading
sacred texts, he establishes a compelling case
for the practical and theoretical validity of faith
in the contemporary world. An invitation to
engage in a rich dialogue, Faith and Its Critics
supports an informed and constructive exchange
of ideas rather than a contest between two sides
of the debate. Fergusson encourages faith
communities to undertake patient engagement
with their critics, to acknowledge the place for
change and development in their selfunderstanding whilst resisting the reductive
explanations of the new atheism.
Sacred Heritage in Japan - Aike P. Rots
2020-04-21
Sacred Heritage in Japan is the first volume to
explicitly address the topics of Japanese religion
and heritage preservation in connection with
each other. The book examines what happens
when places of worship and ritual practices are
rebranded as national culture. It also considers
the impact of being designated tangible or
intangible cultural properties and, more
recently, as UNESCO World or Intangible
Heritage. Drawing on primary ethnographic and
historical research, the contributions to this
volume show the variety of ways in which
different actors have contributed to, negotiated,
and at times resisted the transformation of
religious traditions into heritage. They analyse
the conflicts that emerge about questions of
signification and authority during these
processes of transformation. The book provides
important new perspectives on the local
implications of UNESCO listings in the Japanese
context and showcases the diversity of "sacred
heritage" in present-day Japan. Combining
perspectives from heritage studies, Japanese
studies, religious studies, history, and social
anthropology, the volume will be of interest to
scholars and students who want to learn more

about the diversity of local responses to heritage
conservation in non-Western societies. It will
also be of interest to scholars and students
engaged in the study of Japanese religion,
society, or cultural policies.
The Need For a Sacred Science - Seyyed Hossein
Nasr 2005-08-12
The meaning of a science rooted in the sacred,
its contrast to modern science and its pertinence
to us today.
The Power of the Sacred - Hans Joas 2021-02-16
Disenchantment is a key term in the selfunderstanding of modernity. But what exactly
does this concept mean? What was its original
meaning when Max Weber introduced it? And
can the conventional meaning or Max Weber's
view really be defended, given the present state
of knowledge about the history of religion? In
The Power of the Sacred, Hans Joas develops the
fundamentals of a new sociological theory of
religion by first reconstructing existing theories,
from the eighteenth century to the present.
Through a critical reading and reassessment of
key texts in the three empirical disciplines of
history, psychology, and sociology of religion,
including the works of David Hume, J.G. Herder,
Friedrich Schleiermacher, William James, Emile
Durkheim, and Ernst Troeltsch, Joas presents an
understanding of religion that lays the
groundwork for a thorough study of Max
Weber's views on disenchantment. After
deconstructing Weber's highly ambiguous use of
the concept, Joas proposes an alternative to the
narratives of disenchantment and secularization
which have dominated debates on the topic. He
constructs a novel interpretation that takes into
account the dynamics of ever new sacralizations,
their normative evaluation in the light of a
universalist morality as it first emerged in the
"Axial Age," and the dangers of the misuse of
religion in connection with the formation of
power. Built upon the human experience of selftranscendence, rather than human cognition or
cultural discourses, The Power of the Sacred
challenges both believers and non-believers alike
to rethink the defining characteristics of
Western modernity.
The Sacred Quest - Lawrence Cunningham
2012-01
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to
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ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including
customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products may not be included when purchasing
or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously
and you may have to purchase a new access
code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry
a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or
a previously redeemed code. Check with the
seller prior to purchase. -- Examines the main
ideas that characterize all religious thought and
practice. The Sacred Quest takes a thematic and
comparative approach to the study of religion. It
gives equal weight to theoretical issues and
practices reflected in the major world religions.
The text identifies the theoretical issues
surrounding the study of religion and focuses on
fundamental topics such as ritual and sacred
language. Learning Goals Upon completing this
book readers will be able to: Recognize main
ideas that characterize all religious thought and
practice Identify theoretical issues surrounding
the study of religion Recognize fundamental
topics of religion: ritual, sacred communication,
and morality Note: MySearchLab does not come
automatically packaged with this text. To
purchase MySearchLab, please visit:
www.mysearchlab.com or you can purchase a
ValuePack of the text + MySearchlab (at no
additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10:
0205797237 / ValuePack ISBN-13:
9780205797233.
The Sacred in the Modern World - Gordon Lynch
2012-02-17
It is often claimed that we live in a secular age.
But we do not live in a desacralized one. Sacred
forms—whether in 'religious' or 'secular'
guise—continue to shape social life in the
modern world, giving rise to powerful emotions,
polarized group identities, and even the very

concept of moral society. Analyzing
contemporary sacred forms is essential if we are
to be able to make sense of the societies we live
in and think critically about the effects of the
sacred on our lives for good or ill. The Sacred in
the Modern World is a major contribution to this
task. Re-interpreting Durkheim's theory of the
sacred, and drawing on the 'strong program' in
cultural sociology, Gordon Lynch sets out a
theory of the sacred that can be used by
researchers across a range of humanities and
social science disciplines. Using vividly drawn
contemporary case material - including the
abuse and neglect of children in Irish residential
schools and the controversy over the BBC's
decision not to air an appeal for aid for
Gaza—the book demonstrates the value of this
theoretical approach for social and cultural
analysis. The key role of public media for the
circulation and contestation of the sacred comes
under close scrutiny. Adopting a critical stance
towards sacred forms, Lynch reflects upon the
ways in which sacred commitments can both
serve as a moral resource for social life and
legitimate horrifying acts of collective evil. He
concludes by reflecting on how we might live
thoughtfully and responsibility under the light
and shadow that the sacred casts, asking
whether society without the sacred is possible or
desirable.
Everything is Sacred - Thomas J. Scirghi
2012-03-01
“The perfect guidebook for curious parents,
enthusiastic newcomers, and confused cradle
Catholics. Frankly, this is the best book on
baptism I’ve ever read.” —James Martin, S.J.
author of the New York Times Bestseller, The
Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything Baptism is
the beginning of one’s life in the community of
the church, and the “gateway” to the rest of the
sacraments. • Isn’t it better to get baptized
when you’re older, and can understand what
you’re doing? • Does my baby have to be
baptized immediately? • Will my child go to hell,
limbo or purgatory if—God forbid—he or she
dies before baptism? • Why are so many
baptisms done during the Mass these days? •
What’s the role of the godparents? Do they have
to be Catholics? Christians? Believers? These are
questions from good Catholics that deserve good
answers. If people remain confused about
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baptism, they will be confused about the
sacramental life of the church, and, by
extension, their faith. “Thomas Scirghi has
written a fine book on baptism for the 21st
century church. Rooted deeply in Scripture, the
authoritative teaching of the Catholic Church,
and the living tradition of sacramental practice,
Scirghi’s book is laced with literary, cultural,
and everyday examples that allow readers to
grasp (or grasp anew) the continuing
significance of baptism in the life of the Church
and in their own lives.” –Timothy Brunk,
Assistant Professor of Theology, Villanova
University Thomas Scirghi S.J. is associate
professor of systematic theology at Fordham
University in New York. He’s a practical
theologian writing for an audience of nontheologians who desire a deeper understanding
of the faith.
What Is Not Sacred? - Magesa Laurenti
2014-04-10
"It is not for you to call profane what God counts
clean."
Did Christianity replace traditional African
religion with the arrival of European
missionaries in past centuries? Or did subSaharan African cultures persist in maintaining
their religious worldviews even after accepting
the salvific message of Christianity? In this
compelling book, Laurenti Magesa argues that
despite missionary Christiaity's refusal to
acknowledge the worth of traditional African
religious culture. the incarnational spirituality of
those cultures remains vibrant and visible today,
and has much to offer and teach other cultures,
both Christian and not.
Dimensions of the Sacred - Ninian Smart 1996
"Dimensions of the Sacred is arguably one of the
most comprehensive and readable accounts of
religion that we have had in the past thirty
years. Not only does it provide a rich analysis of
religious experience, but he also includes much
that has been overlooked by other interpreters
of the world's religions."—Richard D. Hecht,
coauthor of The Sacred Texts of the World
Pilgrimage beyond the Officially Sacred Michael A. Di Giovine 2020-06-30
Pilgrimage beyond the Officially Sacred:
Understanding the Geographies of Religion and
Spirituality in Sacred Travel examines the many
ways in which pilgrimage engages with

sacredness, delving beyond the officially
recognized, and often religiously conceived,
pilgrimage sites. As scholarship examining the
lived experiences of pilgrims and tourists has
demonstrated, pilgrimage need not be religious
in nature, nor be officially sanctioned; rather,
they can be 'hyper-meaningful' voyages, set
apart from the everyday profane life—in a word,
they are sacred. Separating the social category
of 'religion' from the 'sacred,' this volume brings
together a multidisciplinary group of scholars
employing perspectives from anthropology,
geography, sociology, religious studies,
theology, and interdisciplinary tourism studies to
theorize sacredness, its variability, and the ways
in which it is officially recognized or condemned
by power brokers. Rich in case studies from
sacred centers throughout the world, the
contributions pay close attention to the ways in
which pilgrims, central authorities, site
managers, locals, and other stakeholders on the
ground appropriate, negotiate, shape, contest, or
circumvent the powerful forces of the sacred.
Delving ‘beyond the officially sacred,’ this
collective examination of pilgrimages—both wellestablished and new, religious and secular,
authorized and not—presents a compelling look
at the interplay of secular powers and the
transcendent forces of the sacred at these hypermeaningful sites. Providing a blueprint for how
work in the anthropology and geography of
religion, and the fields of pilgrimage and
religious tourism, may move forward, Pilgrimage
beyond the Officially Sacred will be of great
interest to an interdisciplinary field of scholars.
The chapters were originally published as a
special issue in Tourism Geographies.
Pedagogies of Crossing - M. Jacqui Alexander
2005-12-28
M. Jacqui Alexander is one of the most important
theorists of transnational feminism working
today. Pedagogies of Crossing brings together
essays she has written over the past decade,
uniting her incisive critiques, which have had
such a profound impact on feminist, queer, and
critical race theories, with some of her more
recent work. In this landmark interdisciplinary
volume, Alexander points to a number of critical
imperatives made all the more urgent by
contemporary manifestations of neoimperialism
and neocolonialism. Among these are the need
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for North American feminism and queer studies
to take up transnational frameworks that
foreground questions of colonialism, political
economy, and racial formation; for a thorough
re-conceptualization of modernity to account for
the heteronormative regulatory practices of
modern state formations; and for feminists to
wrestle with the spiritual dimensions of
experience and the meaning of sacred
subjectivity. In these meditations, Alexander
deftly unites large, often contradictory,
historical processes across time and space. She
focuses on the criminalization of queer
communities in both the United States and the
Caribbean in ways that prompt us to rethink how
modernity invents its own traditions; she
juxtaposes the political organizing and
consciousness of women workers in global
factories in Mexico, the Caribbean, and Canada
with the pressing need for those in the academic
factory to teach for social justice; she reflects on
the limits and failures of liberal pluralism; and
she presents original and compelling arguments
that show how and why transgenerational
memory is an indispensable spiritual practice
within differently constituted women-of-color
communities as it operates as a powerful
antidote to oppression. In this multifaceted,
visionary book, Alexander maps the terrain of
alternative histories and offers new forms of
knowledge with which to mold alternative
futures.
Introduction to World Religions - Jacob Neusner
2010
Religious communities are dynamic groups that
continue to address relevant concerns
Sacred Power, Sacred Space - Jeanne Halgren
Kilde 2008-07-21
Jeanne Halgren Kilde's survey of church
architecture is unlike any other. Her main
concern is not the buildings themselves, but
rather the dynamic character of Christianity and
how church buildings shape and influence the
religion. Kilde argues that a primary function of
church buildings is to represent and reify three
different types of power: divine power, or ideas
about God; personal empowerment as
manifested in the individual's perceived
relationship to the divine; and social power,
meaning the relationships between groups such
as clergy and laity. Each type intersects with

notions of Christian creed, cult, and code, and is
represented spatially and materially in church
buildings. Kilde explores these categories
chronologically, from the early church to the
twentieth century. She considers the form,
organization, and use of worship rooms; the
location of churches; and the interaction
between churches and the wider culture. Church
buildings have been integral to Christianity, and
Kilde's important study sheds new light on the
way they impact all aspects of the religion.
Neither mere witnesses to transformations of
religious thought or nor simple backgrounds for
religious practice, church buildings are, in
Kilde's view, dynamic participants in religious
change and goldmines of information on
Christianity itself.
The Anatomy of a Calling - Lissa Rankin
2015-12-29
In The Anatomy of a Calling, Lissa Rankin, MD,
makes a simple yet revolutionary claim: We are
all, every single one of us, heroes. We are all on
what Joseph Campbell calls "a hero's journey;"
we are all on a mission to step into our true
nature and fulfill the assignment our souls were
sent to Earth to fulfill. Navigating the hero's
journey, Dr. Rankin argues, is one of the
cornerstones of living a meaningful, authentic,
healthy life. In clear, engaging prose, Dr. Rankin
describes her entire spiritual journey for the first
time--beginning with what she calls her "perfect
storm" of events--and recounts the many
transformative experiences that led to a
profound awakening of her soul. Through her
father's death, her daughter's birth, career
victories and failures, and an ongoing struggle to
identify as both a doctor and a healer, Dr.
Rankin discovers a powerful self-awareness. As
she shares her story, she encourages you to find
out where you are on your own journey and
offers wisdom and inspiration in the form of
"Hero's Guideposts" along the way. Dr. Rankin
weaves in lessons on trusting intuition,
surrendering to love, and learning to see
adversity as an opportunity for soul growth.
Much more than a memoir, The Anatomy of a
Calling guides you to make a powerful shift in
consciousness and reach your highest destiny.
Anatomy of the Sacred - James C. Livingston
2001
Anatomy of the Sacred: An Introduction to
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Religion presents a uniquely comprehensive
introduction to the nature and variety of
religious belief and practice. Organized into
three sections, Part One explores such questions
as: What is religion? Why study religion? And
how does one go about the study of religion? It
includes illustrations of specific methods and
disciplines drawn from the work of eminent
scholars in the field of religion. Part Two
examines universal forms of religious experience
and expression and includes discussions of the
sacred or holy; the nature of religious
symbolism, myth, and doctrine; religious ritual;
sacred scripture; as well as the social forms and
dimensions of religion. Part Three consists of a
comparative analysis of six fundamental
components that make up a religious world-view.
These include: deity or ultimate reality;
cosmogony; the nature of the human problem,
theodicy or the problem of evil; ethics or moral
action; and the ways and goals of salvation or
enlightenment. Examples are selected from a
wide range of primal and archaic religions as
well as from the great historical religious
traditions of the present. An epilogue explores
the challeng
Exploring Religion and the Sacred in a
Media Age - Christopher Deacy 2016-12-05
In recent years, there has been growing
awareness across a range of academic
disciplines of the value of exploring issues of
religion and the sacred in relation to cultures of
everyday life. Exploring Religion and the Sacred
in a Media Age offers inter-disciplinary
perspectives drawing from theology, religious
studies, media studies, cultural studies, film
studies, sociology and anthropology. Combining
theoretical frameworks for the analysis of
religion, media and popular culture, with
focused international case studies of particular
texts, practices, communities and audiences, the
authors examine topics such as media rituals,
marketing strategies, empirical investigations of
audience testimony, and the influence of religion
on music, reality television and the internet.
Both academically rigorous and of interest to a
wider readership, this book offers a wide range
of fascinating explorations at the cutting edge of
many contemporary debates in sociology,
religion and media, including chapters on the
way evangelical groups in America have made

use of The Da Vinci Code and on the influences
of religion on British club culture and electronic
dance music.
The Body - Chris Shilling 2016
In this introduction, Chris Shilling considers the
social significance of the human body, and the
importance of the body to individual and
collective identities. He examines how bodies
not only shape but are shaped by the social,
cultural, and material contexts in which humans
live.
The Book of Lies - Aleister Crowley 2018-01-23
Aleister Crowley s The Book of Lies is an
important and complex work of occultism.
Deciphering its many layers of hidden meaning
requires a little patience and more than a
beginner s knowledge of Thelema. For those
interested in passing beyond the initiate stage,
the reward offered by a deeper understanding of
this challenging text is well worth the effort.
This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from
Kismet Publishing restores all of Crowley s
original text, including the important keys, sigils
and diagrams often omitted from reprints.
Religious Autobiographies - Gary Comstock 2004
This unique anthology, now with contributing
editor C. Wayne Mayhall, includes spiritual
autobiographies of both men and women from a
variety of religious traditions within a
multicultural context. It presents religion as a
"lived experience" and helps students think
empathetically about religious experiences in a
wide variety of cultural and religious settings.
Indigenous Religion(s) in Sápmi - Siv Ellen
Kraft 2021-11-30
Indigenous religion(s) are afterlives of a
particular sort, shaped by globalizing discourses
on what counts as an indigenous religion on the
one hand and the continued presence of local
traditions on the other. Focusing on the
Norwegian side of Sápmi since the 1970s, this
book explores the reclaiming of ancestral pasts
and notions of a specifically Sámi religion. It
connects religion, identity- and nation building,
and takes seriously the indigenous turn as well
as geographical and generational distinctions.
Focal themes include protective activism and
case studies from the art and culture domain,
both of which are considered vital to the making
of indigenous afterlives in indigenous formats.
This volume will be of great interest to scholars
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of Global Indigenous studies, Sámi cultural
studies and politics, Ethnicity and emergence of

new identities, Anthropology, Studies in religion
and folklore studies.
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